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Abtract

The potential noise problems anticipated with future VTOL aircraft are
analyzed and discussed in general terms, and a brief review of the basic principles
of noise generation of various types of propulsion systems proposed for VTOL is
included. Primary consideration is given to the noise environments produced in
areas adjacent to VTOL sites, since they could cause the most serious noise prob-
lem limiting the usefulness of VTOL air.raft. Contours of perceived noise levels
are compared for different takeoff and landing profiles of 3-4 passenger, 00 passen-
ger, and 25 ton-lift-crane VTOL aircraft. Criteria and methods for assessing the
response of communities to noise from V-port operations are discussed along with
the problem of detection of military VTOL aircraft by means of noise. Recom-
mendations are given on the requirements for future research on these noise
problems with emphasis on the need for considering noise as an integral part
of the design, selection, and test of VTOL aircraft.
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SECTION I.

Introduction

Noise is a problem not expected to hiterfere %eriously with the military mi sion of future
VTOL aircraft. However, the potential use of the same basic aircraft design , commercial-
civilian operations makes the analysis of potenhal noise problems and operatiinal restrictions
an important step in the analysis of the merits of any particular V17OL design. Such an anady-
sis should almost antomatically answer any questions about noise of the same type aircraft used
for special, noise -sensitive, military missions. This report deals exclusively with the noise situation
expected from commercial WTOL operations.

The high level of noise created by the propulsive system of future \'TOL aircraft, especially
during takeoff and landing, is a serious pioblem yet to be faced squarely in their design and
development. Aircraft noise is not a new problem in today's jet age, but VTOL aircraft pose a
new set of noise problems which must be dealt with effectively before there can be any hope
for regularly scheduled flights in and out of small downtown or suburban V-ports.

Each type of VTOL aircraft will present some of its own special, noise-induced problems
requiring steps to insure such features as structural integrity, adequate crew and passenger pro-
tection, and satisfactory communication. The most serious and over-riding noise problems for
VTOL aircraft will be those caused by noise radiated into communities or areas surrounding the
v.port.

Noise has been a very real and increasing problem threatening the existence and future de-
velopment of airport facilities for conventional (CTOL) fixed-wing airc-rft. Aircraft are pow.er-
ful noise sources and all too frequently this noise radiates into adjacent communities disrupting
asivities and annoying people. The same problem will plague the development and operation
of X'TOL air-raft designed to provide short-hat l passenger service between V-ports located in
population centers. Close to such ports the community noise problem will preobably he worse
than that experienced at our busiest airpxrts today unless positive itep" are taken to develop
quiet. future \'TOL aircraft. Three factors tend to make the small downtown m suburban V-port
more of a community noise problem than conventional airports: (1) the high aircft power
settings necessary during landing and takeof of VTOL taircraft, (21 the very small upaeration
between aircraft and exposed communities, and (3) the relatively klow background noise envirtn-
ments at many of these locations.

The purpose of this report is to describe the nature and magnitude of the community noise
problem associated with \"TOL aircraft and to point out the nwed for onmdering noise as an in-
tegral part of the despn. election, and test of VTOL aircraft.



SECTION II.

Principles of Noise Generation
One of the first steps in assessing any noise problem is to measure or estimate the physical

quantities which describe the nuise-generating characteristics of the source tinder its various op-
erating conditions. For a VTOL aircraft the propulsive system is the primary source of noise
because of the aircraft's configuration and speed range. Its acoustic power output and directivity
pattern as a function of frequency for each phase of flight must be known to determine how
much and what kind of noise radiates into adjacent communities. Although considerable ex-
perience and predictive capability exist for analyzing noise front CTOL fixed-wing aircraft and
cosventional helicopters, the complex noise fields of future VTOL aircrift cannot be described
accurately or fully with present-day knowledge for many of the less orthodox propulsive systems;
this is especially tnre for the transition phase between vertical and horizontal flight.

Despite the lack of detailed data and predictive methods sufficient info-mation exists to
show the nature and scope of the potential VTOL noise problem and, more importantly, to
provide guidelines for action to prevent or minimiz•e the problem before it develops.

The measure .)f noise used in this report is the so-called perceived noise level, which is ex-
pressed in units of PNdB. This concept for rating the relative "noisiness" of ctmplex sounds has
been widely accepted and used in this country and abroad in studies of traffic, industrial, and
aircraft noise. The perceived noise level of a given sound is a caklulated quantity based on a
system of weighting the measured or estimated sound pressure levels in frequency hands and
combining these weighted hand levels to arrive at a single number (the perceived noise level
in PNdB) that will describe the belative noisiness of that particular sound. Hence, using
pertceived noise levels in this report, rather than sutnd pressure levels or sound power levels,
gives a direct and simplified measu:e of the relhtive subjective noisiness of different V'TOL air-
craft. In additwn to the levels, the duration and repetition of nmoise must he known to describe
the total noise exposure at any given location and to estimate human reaction to this exposure.

DOSW-LOADING
The noisiness of a partict-laix VTOL aircraft will depend highly on the disk-klding of its

pnroulsive system as shown in figure I (ref I). Noise cn saherations obviously favor low disk-
kading, with rotor-type propulsne devices being the quaietest and straight 0-t engines the noisiest.
Other types of prpulsive systems being conceived today will lie stmewhere betwern these ex-
trresn. Note om this sanme figure the perceivWd noisr levels typical for city traffc, residential
areas, etc.

OOTORS
"The main omurce of noie from VT'OL aircraft with shaft-ilriven roton will be the vortices

shed from the rotors. Engiiw tour. although smetiimes a pwoblem with conventional, piston-
engine heli-tpe. c-n he kep6 low. tcomparel to the tritr noiw. using properly designed en-
gines (e.g. turlbnes). SoMr fh$Mnamental nose characteristics no helictot-r rotors are illustrntr d
in figure 1 (ref 2). The per'eived no'e level at a fited distance thepi-nds on blade loading and
rotor-tip sp"re with low blade loaling and klw tip speeds favoring low nic genmration. Con-
sequently. one appro&a to rnducr noise would be to decrease blade Iloaing by increasing It(or
"slidity. In some designs it might t - feasible to rmdhse tip speed depending ot aircraft stall
characteristics.
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NOISE CHARACTERISTICS OF HELICOPTER ROTORS
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Figure 2. Noise Characteristics of Helicopter Rotors (Reference 2).

blades beyond four ot six. the best approach for minimizing propeller noise is to keep rotor-tip
speed to an sbsolute minimum.

JET ENGINES
The noise produced by turbojet and turbofan engines comes from the turbulent mixing of

the hot, high-velocity, exhaust gases with the surrounding ambient air. It is b, oau-band noise and

its maximum energy typically o'ccs in the range from 15) to 6X) liz, depending mainly on the
effective diamcter and velocity .f I'." exhaust flow. The noise outputs of jet engines are highly
dependent on jet exhaust velocity, as illustrat-d in figure 4 (ref 2). Turbofan or bypass-type en-

gines are considerably less noisy betcause of tiit r lower average jet exhaust velocities. Some jet
engines, iarticu!arly when operating at reduced power, emit noticeable, high-frequency, periodic
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TURBOPROP NOISE LEVELS
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Figure 3. Turboprop NoiMe LeWvls as a Function of Propeller-TIp MOda
Number and the Number of Wlade (Reference 2).

noise associated with the engine compressor, Although usually not a major problem, the noise
can be very annoying and must be considered iii the overall problem. It is radiated primarily
toward the front (i.e., in the direction of the intake) and is consequently of primary concern
during approach maneuvers.

Jet-powered VTOL propulsive designs that deflect or modify the flow from jet engines will
also modify the character and level of the generated noise. The flow modifications will usually
decrease the total acoustic power generated, but the effect on perceived noise level at a given
location could be to either increase or decrease noisiness depending on the acoustic power spec-
trum and directivity of the particular propulsive system.
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EXHAUST NOISE FROM JET ENGINES
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Figure 4. Exhaust Noise from Jet Engineo as a Function of Jet Exhaust
Velocity (Reference 2).

Any reductions in noise to be achieved by adopting "quiet" systems of propulsion might very
well come at the expense of decreased performance, increased cost, or both. These trade-offs
among performance, noise, cost, and other factors emphasize the necessity for considering noise
as a major, integral, and unavoidable factor in the design and operation of VTOL aircraft.
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Although data and adequate predictive methods are lacking for estimating noise from many
of the less orthodox propulsive systems considered for VTOL aircraft (e.g., ducted fans, wing
rotors, integrated propulsion/airframe systems), the noise produced by most if not all of these
propulsive systems will lie between the extremes set by the quietest, helicopter-type VTOL air-
craft and the noisiest, straight-jet-lift-type VTOL aircraft.

Perceived noise levels are plotted on figure 5 as a function of distance to the aircraft for a
variety of specific VTOL aircraft proposed for (60-passenger) short-haul service (ref 3, 4, 5).
Distance to the aircraft is equal to the shortest distance to the flight path. These estimates show
the wide range of noise levels that can be expected from different types of VTOL aircraft having
the same function (i.e., to transport 60 passengers). These curves also confirm that helicopter-
type aircraft will be least noisy, while straight jet types will be the noisiest. Figure 5 also shows
two curves for comparison indicating the perceived noise levels of busy milti-lane highways and
urban streets.

60 PASSENGER VTOL AIRCRAFT TAKEOFF POWER

140_ JET LIFT (REF 3)

busy LIFT FAN (REF 3)"• .. ••.....LIFT/CRUISE FAN (RErF 4)
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-. •.• •-TILT ROTOR (111F 4)

"'--.• "-, • %_[....HELICOPTER MIEF 5)
~ "•'. "• -" • STOPPED ROTOR (REF 41

120 - • -- BUSY MULTI-LANE FREEWAY (IIEF 5)

•, "'•. . .. •. .x•x'•BUSY URBAN STREET (BEF 51

_J

6"'

g0 9
"a\•

.V.

TO

100 too Soo 1000 2000 S000 10,000
DSTANSCE TO BOUNCE IN FEET

Fige S. Percived Hoke Levels as a PwKe of Oime1w. feit Type. ef
VOIL Ab•esh end 2 Tuffk Stwelkm (Refermece. 3, 4, ead S).
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SECTION III.

Perceived Noise Levels. Around V-Ports
One procedure, currently used to evaluate the effect of aircraft noise in communities adjacent

to present-day airports, requires the development of perceived noise contours for each type or
class of aircraft (ref 6). These contours represent the maximum perceived noise levels produced
at points on the ground when each aircraft takes off on some given flight profile; similar contour
sets can be calculated for landings. These contours then form the basis of a procedure for esti-
mating the probable response of community residents to the total complex noise exposure re-
sulting from the many and varied operations at that airport. This procedure and its relevance to
the V-port noise problem are discussed in a later section. Here we are considering only the
relative shape and size of perceived noise contours produced on the ground by various VTOL
aircraft flying certain flight profiles.

Perceived noise contours have been calculated for three different sizes of VTOL aircraft: a
3-4 passenget aircraft; a 60-passenger aircraft; and a crane-type, 25-ton-lift aircraft. The contours
on figure 6 show the points on the ground exposed to perceived noise levels of 95 PNdB for
"quiet" type VTOL aircraft and for the "niosy" type VTOL aircraft. The lower limit of the per-
ceived noise levels on figure 5 was used to define quiet, 60-passenger, VTOL aircraft; the tipper
limit was similarly used to define noisy, 60-passenger, VTOL aircraft. Contours for the small 3-4
passenger aircraft and the lift crane aircraft were obtained by scaling those estimates made for
the 60-passenger aircraft on the basis of gross weight ratios, assuming a constant thrust:weight
ratio for all three sizes. The following flight profile was assumed for all aircraft and is also shown
on figure 6: 25' take-off angle with the ground; cruise altitude of 1500 feet; 10' landing angle with
the ground. Additional assumptions were: (1) noisy (jet-type) aircraft would reduce power at
cruise altitude and hence reduce noise, while the quiet (helicopter-rotor-type) aircraft would
maintain essentially constant power upon reaching cruise altitude with no significant change in
noise output; and (2) landings and takeoffs requireJ substantially the same aircraft power settings.

The shaded areas of figure 6 show the relative size and shape of the geographic areas ex-
posed to levels equal to or greater than 95 PNdB. The 95 PNdB level was selected because it
represents the estimated upper limit of noise that would probably be tolerated on a regular basis
at a downtown or urban type V-port.° In other words, the smaller shaded areas indicate the
amount of land that must function as a buffer around a V-port to isolate quiet aircraft operations
from the surrounding area. The larger shaded areas show how much more area is affected or re-
quired for isolating noisy aircraft. V-ports with special, noise-controlling construction would riot
affect areas as large as those shown on figure 6. The advantages and necVssity of designing VTOL
aircraft to be as quiet as possible are obvious.

Figure 6 shows that the only difference in takeoff and landing contours stems from the
difference in flight profile (25" takeoff, 10" landing), since we assume that landing requires ap-
proximately as much aircraft power as takeoff. For some types of VTOL aircraft this condition

OSelection f a specific PNdB level as Jehilzn criterion or a' upper "nntWsible" or "tnlerabhe" limit i% alwayv tuh-
lect to debate, and argumenit for higher or lower limits can he bxouht forward depending on the individual
siuatkio and on the individ.ti a3rping the case'. The "ipper limits plobably thletbl" and vat- iI (l.trfltantr.
usin such limits, which mue .rewented in this -eport. shoukl not he taken as %haip lAt o boundarl"., but rather
as trend curves and siproxsimate distantes involved. The crliteri used are basd mo the best unhbiaml data avail-
able mad awe reco-imeaded for planning purposes.



"NOISY" TYPE VTOL AIRCRAFT

S"QUIET* TYPE VTOL AIRCRAFT
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will probably not be true. therefore the landing contours shown in figure 8 would be smnewhat
oversize.

The small V-port located in a suburban area presents a mor seven- noise problem. Experi-
ence with present-day helicopter operations indicates that levels as low as 75 PNdR in subturban
areas mirs cause adverse community response, particiularly during early morning or late evening
hours or when produced on a frequent schedute. To illutrate how much more serious the noise
problem will be at such suburban locations, perceived noise contmars for 8D PNdR wert cak-u-
lated and are shown in figure 7. "These contours are based on the same set of assumptions used
for figure 6. The main )rncl~hionl to be drawn fnam thesw contours is that MTOi. operations at a
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suburban V-port will expose lage areas to noise levels that probably would not be acceptable
on a regular basis. Once again the necessity for developing quiet VTOL aircraft is apparent.

One meats of reducing the area of land exposed to given noise levels is to select the optimal
flight profile as illustrated on figure 8. The perceived noise contours for takeoff of a 60-passenger
aircraft (quiet helicopter type) are shown for four different flight profiles: takeoff from ground
at 45, 25, and 10' angles with the ground and takeoff from an elevated V-port (500 feet above
ground) at 25" with the ground plane. The aircraft power settings were assumed to be constant
for all profiles. Aircraft using steeper takeoff angles expose less land area to a given noise level.
Takeoff from a 500-foot tower or building considerably reduces the noise levels on the ground
in the immediate area of the elevated V-port when compared with the nonelevated takeoff from
the same ground point. These reductions in noise level are substantial only within a radius of
approximately the tower height. At locations greater than this radius, the advantages of elevating
the takeoff point rapidly diminish. Elevated V-ports, if sufficiently high, do offer one means of
reducing the community exposure to the highest VTOL noise levels. Of course, if such an elevated
facility were considered for a downtown location in the proximity of other tall structures, such
as office buildings, the exposure of the occupants would have to be considered. Such other struc-
hires probably should be separated from the elevated V-port by a distance at least equal to 1.5
times the ele-,ation of the V-port.

Since we assumed a 1500-foot cruise altitude, some of the contours shown in figures 6 and 7
touch the ground during the cruise portion of the flight. If a sufficiently large number of such
flights pass over the same geographic areas on a regular basis, then the response of communities
in such areas must be considered as part of the VIOL aircraft noise problem. Moving the flights
to higher altitudes would appear to be an easy solution to reduce the noise; however, the effects
on cost, performance, and traffic control are other considerations.

12



SECTION IV.

Reaction of Community to Noise

One procedure for evaluating the response of residents to aircraft noise is based on develop-
ing perceived noise level contours for each type or class of aircraft. Although this Vocedure is
now applicable only to residential noise problems, CTOL aircraft, and helicopters, much of its
logic and methodology bear directly on the potential community noise problems with VTOL
aircraft. Following are some of the factors that must be considered in estimating community
response (reference 6 contains a detailed description of the procedure).

The reaction of a community to a given pattern of noise stimuli depends on many factom.
The magnitude, duration, and repetition frequency of perceived noise are all important. Starting
with the perceived noise levels for each class of aircraft, correction factors can be, added which
take these operational factors into account (e.g., number of flights per day. time of day) obtaining
a composite noise rating (CNR). The CNR is a measure of the probable response of residents
located at that point. The relationship between CNR and response was empirically established
through actual studies of community exposure and reaction patterns at conventional airports.

A procedure similar to the one described above will have to be developed and applied to
V-port operations in order to fully evaluate the community noise problems for each proposed V-
port or for characteristic classes of V-ports (or for that matter to evaluate the impact of VTOL
aircraft operations at conventional airports).

The present very general discussion of the potential community noise problems to be expected
from some future VTOL concepts indicates clearly that nise is likely to develop into a major
problem area unles long-range planning not only with respect to the aircraft as such but with
respect to the V-port and the overal transportation systam is properly executed.

13



SECTION V.

Noise and Military VTOL Aircraft
Military VTOL aircraft noise problems will be somewhat different from those of their civil

counterparts. Military missions will not generally require landings and takeoffs on a regular basis
in densely populated urban or suburban areas - at least not under peace-time conditions. Conse-
quetly, the military VTOL aircraft will not pose the difficult community noise problems associ-
ated with civil V-pors.

Many of the noise-induceed problems concerning crew and passenger protection, structural
reliability, communications, etc., however, will he substantially the same as For civil VTOL air-
craft.

For omne misions, enemy detection of the noise from military VTOL aircraft will be of con-
cem. Three major factors determine the distance at which aircraft can be aurally detected: (1)
the spectrum and directivity of the noise produced by the aircraft, (2) the effect of the atmos-
phere and ground cover in attenuating this raniated noise, and (3) the background noise present
at the listener. These factors must be considered in the design and selection of special V1TOL air-
craft when absence of detection is important to the military mission requiring the aircraft.

14



SECTION VI.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The main purpose of this report has been to identify and define the chaiacter and magnitide

of the potential noise problems associated with future VTOL aircraft. We have primarily focused
on the radiation of noise into communities adjacent to civil V-ports, since this problem will be the
most diffcult and demanding of solution.

Noise must be fully considered along with aircraft performance, economy, safety, trafc con-
trol, etc., in the design, development, and testing of VTOL aircraft; otherwise, noise considerations
will ultimately impose stringent limitations on the usefulness of VTOL aircraft.

A thorough and adequate analysis of the noise problems presented by future VTOL aircraft
will require additional or new research in several areas. The physical acoustical characteristics
of propulsive systems considered for VTOL aircraft must be better defined. Theoretical and ex-
perimental studies of the noise fields produced by ducted fans, tilt-wing props, jet-ift systems,
supersonic propellers, etc., are required; data are needed especially on the noise radiation dur-
ing the transition phase between vertical and horizontal flight. Research is also required io im-
prove and expand present methods for evaluating subrxttve response to the problem of evaluat.
ing VTOL noise. The spectral and temporal patterns will be somewhat different from thow of
Ixpent-day aircraft and consequently human response to suc+ noise wil! differ.

The basic laws of noise gente".i by the various propulsive devices for lift and thrust have
been studied and are known. Major technological breakthroughs will not result from additional re-
search on noise generation nor can significant relief from the predicted noise situations be ex-
pected from additional research on noise control and on human reaction to noise exposure. Avail-
able knowledge must be used in the planning and design of the overall transportation system. It
is not fair to place the whole burden of noise on the aircraft alone; ground facilities must be coD-
sered part of the system. Although no miracles can be expected, mntinmed noise research will
contimne to help in the design of quieter aircraft, to find the best compromise, and to sharpen
our engineering prediction. Such research must be an essential continuing part of progress in
aviation technology. The noitse problem which exist today at smre airports wee cleairly pre-
dictable at the time the airports were built or at the time the introduction of the new air-raft
was panned. In spite of certain gaps or uncertainties in our knowledge. the future noise pvb-
lems o VTOL aircrft basod on designs pr=e*ntly dimissed are known today. 11Tw problems
can only be solved if they are realized today and realistically cnsid% rd in the overall design
and through an active continuing resarch ed t.

Soone V'TOL propulsive system air inherently more noisy than others. Howver, proper de-
spi and selecti of propulsive systamo can minemize -ie gor Ion, akheugh undoubledl at
a oa in terms of perfrOMaCe, money, and 01he0 factors. CA-efUl analysis "mus he made of the
trademas involved. the price of quieter propulsive system must be paid if VTOL aircraft are to
contribute their maximum usefulness to the transpmrtatiom problem of toinorbow.
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